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THE CANADIAN THRESHERMAN AND FARMER
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The TEETH and the FINGERS 
That SAVE the GRAIN

Here they are. Life size. The tooth and the finger that do such good 
work for Avery thresher men and their customers in getting the grain out of 
the heads and separating it from the straw.

Every tooth in an Avery Thresher is genuine tool steel. They are ham
mer forged from square -tool steel bars. The wearing corners are tempered. 
You can judge their quality by the fact that they are the only teeth on which 
you get a guarantee for life againsd breakage.

Every Avery Thresher is regularly equipped with an I. X. L. Grain Sav
ing Separating Device. The lingers dip into the straw 750 times a minute, tear 
it apart, spread it out and thin the layer of straw as it passes along so that the 
loose kernels can easily drop out. It’s because of this device that Avery 
Threshers made their never equalled record of 9c)-9/10% grain saved in 27 
canvas tests.

There are a lot of other features also in an Avery Thresher you should 
investigate before you buy any machine. The rubber feeder carrier, heavy 
slip tongue, conical belt guide, compressed paper cylinder pulley, handy belt 
tighteners, heavy wind stacker fan, etc. You’ll find them all clearly shown 
and described in the complete Avery Catalog.

The Avery Catalog is an interesting book. Besides the Avery Thresher 
it also tells about Avery Gas and Oil Tractors, Steam Engines, Engine Gang 
Plows, Motor Cultivators and Water and Oil Tanks.

Get ALL the Facts. Write for complete 1017 Avery Catalog 
and advise what machinery you are particularly interested in.

ADDRESS—

AVERY COMPANY
686 Iowa St., Peoria, 111.
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